Thank you for your interest in this *The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That* Ready to Learn backpack. The education team at Iowa PBS is excited that you have chosen to enrich your child’s learning.

**Contents**

**3 Books:**
- *A Book of Bridges: Here to There and Me to You* by Cheryl Keely
- *Bridges, Amazing Structures to Design, Build and Test* by Carol A. Johnman
- *Bridges and Tunnels: Investigate Feats of Engineering With 25 Projects* by Donna Latham and Jenn Vaughn

**Activities:**
Build a slide, construct a bridge, create a merry-go-round and more.

**Materials:**
Engineering and Design building set, vocabulary cards and a Ruff Ruffman plush toy to add to the fun

**Directions:**
The What Gives activity from *The Ruff Ruffman Show* helps you build a bridge.

**Read Together**

**Before You Read:** Show the cover illustration to your child. What do they notice? Read the title, author and illustrator. What do they think the book is about? Point to all the bridges on the cover.

**As You Read:** For shorter attention spans, read only the large-print text. Help your child make connections by asking if they have seen or been on bridges like the ones in the pictures. Ask children to notice who or what is crossing each bridge, or what is under the bridge that needs to be crossed.

**After You Read:** Review the names of the different kinds of bridges they remember from the book.

**Play Together**

Playing with your child can be fun for them and for you, and asking questions will help your child learn.

- Explore how strength and length can both be factors that make a good bridge. Think and explore like scientists. Build a bridge from one piece of furniture to another or for action figures to cross.
- Design a bridge using toothpicks, pipe cleaners, marshmallows, sticks, or other items. Construct bridges, slides, merry-go-rounds, and other structures using the materials in the included Engineering and Design kit. How can you improve the designs?
- Use the book *Bridges and Tunnels* and find the recipe on page 26 to make concrete. Use the concrete to make bridge pieces.
- Design an arch, bridge or tunnel. How can you improve the design? Build a natural bridge using the directions on page 18.
- Build a milk carton turbine using the directions on page 90. How do wind turbines work?

**Online Activities**

Go to iowapbs.org/education/story/36383/science-resources-and-activities-ages-4-8 to watch *The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That: Building Bridges*, check out the How to Cross the Gap lesson plans, and to play the Bridge-a-Rama interactive game.

Find more information about Iowa PBS Education at iowapbs.org/education. More PBS educational content can be found at pbskids.org.